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This Activeaid raised toilet seat is unique in its 
design to accommodate perineal access from either 
of 4 directions. The cut-out portion of the seat can 
be placed over the toilet in the desired direction and 
the legs can be adjusted in height while maintaining 
a stable platform form for seating.  The large 
seating surface is padded with a high-density foam 
that provides excellent support while the cut-out 
may offer some additional pressure relief.  Because 
it is lightweight it is easy to move out of the way 
and no tools are required.  The height of the seat 
can be easily adjusted from 18 1/2" to 21 1/2"tall.  
Easy to use, versatile, sturdy, and comfortable are 
features that combine to make this padded seat a 
unique bathroom aid.  

        Models         Seat Dimensions   Foam Thickness     Dimensions of opening  Price 

 Model 101RTS-600C2  
 Model 101RTS-K600C2 

 Model 101RTS 
 Model 101RTS-K  
 Model 101RTS-490W 
 Model 101RTS-K490W 
 Model 101RTS-600W 
 Model 101RTS-K600W 
 Model 101RTS-480 
 Model 101RTS-K480  

18x18 Waterfall (Comfortuff™) 
18x18 Waterfall (Comfortuff™ )  
w/ suction cups 

18x18 STD seat 
18x18 STD seat with suction cups 
16x16 Waterfall seat 
16x16 Waterfall seat w/ suction cups 
18x18 Waterfall seat 
18x18 Waterfall seat w/ suction cups 
16x18 480 Seat 
16x18 480 Seat with suction cups 

1 ½” 
1 ½” 

1” 
1” 
2” 
2” 
1” 
1” 
2” 
2” 

8” x 5 ¼” slot 
8” x 5 ¼” slot 

7 ½” x 4 ½” slot 
7 ½” x 4 ½” slot 
6” x 4” slot 
6” x 4” slot 
7 ½” x 4 ½” slot 
7 ½” x 4 ½” slot 
7 ½” x 4 ½” slot 
7 ½” x 4 ½” slot 

ALL SEATS ARE CUT-OUT SHAPE 


